
Rigidcore flooring Maintenance - Rolling Chair

–Dragging any furniture across any kind of floor will damage the floor,  SPC
floors are more susceptible to scratching and scuffing from dragging any type of
furniture. Office chairs are among the furniture that can cause a lot of damage to
the floors from the constant movement and weight put on them every day.
Additionally, dragging and pushing of furniture across the floor during renovation
or changing the position are known to be the biggest cause of any type of floor
damage.

Use area rugs/furniture pad to protect spc floor
-Area rugs are the most convenient method of protecting any flooring from the
scratches of any chair or furniture. It keeps the furniture away from direct contact
with the floor, keeping the floor safe from any chance of getting scratched or
damaged by the movement of the furniture. They act as a cushion for the
pressure exerted by the chair on the floor by reducing the contact surface and
preventing friction. It is an easy, simple and inexpensive way to keep your spc
floor safe from office chairs and other types of furniture.

-Furniture pads are another great inexpensive way to protect your spc floor from
getting damaged by the regular dragging and movement of the furniture. The
pads are made to resist the impact of the moving chair on the floor and prevent
scuffing of the floor. They are usually made of rubber or cork which are soft on
the spc floors. It makes the furniture raised from the floor to prevent direct
contact with the floor that can damage the floor. Felt pads are a great option that
even allows the furniture to be moved around freely without resistance.

-No matter what solution you opt to protect floors from rolling chairs, if you do not
have regular maintenance it will act against protecting the floors. Your office chair
casters are one of the biggest threats to the floors. They can tend to get worn out
over time and damage the floors rather than protecting them from the damage.
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